COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENT FOR THE PREVENTION OF SPREAD OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASE THROUGH AIR TRAVEL (CAPSCA)

GLOBAL COORDINATION MEETING OF THE REGIONAL AVIATION MEDICINE TEAMS

Singapore

15 and 16 October 2010
REMINDER

Kindly switch your mobile phones to silent mode
0900 – 0930 Lessons learned from the experience during the A(H1N1) influenza pandemic outbreak in Mexico; Dr. Jose Valente Aguilar Zinser, CAPSCA Americas RAMT Leader

0930 – 1000 Report from 37th ICAO Assembly
Common nomenclature for CAPSCA – related posts
Update on International Disinfection Working Group

1000 – 1030 Updates on Guidelines: State, Airport and Airline Guidelines:
Panel – Dr Anthony Evans, Dr Walter Gaber, Dr Claude Thibeault and Dr Jarnail Singh

1030 – 1115 Tea

1115 – 1145 Draft conclusions of 1st Global RAMT; Date/ venue for next Asia Pacific SCM/ RAMT

1145– 1200 Concluding remarks / Close of First Global RAMT